New Japanese Technology Transfer

Nippon trader presents a Business opportunity in manufacturing using a New Japanese
Technology. You shall be using this Technology Transfer to develop a Throwing Type Fire
Extinguisher.

We aim to offer a new Japanese technology that can be developed into a product (as
explained below) and offer better option in fighting initial fires. We are authorized
technology Partner of this fire extinguisher concept developed by Japanese company.
Any body who wants to develop a similar product can contact us for the sole exclusive
rights in India and other countries. (click on the following icon to play the video)

Proposed Fire Fighting Tool
-

Lightweight
Easy to handle
Portable
Anyone can use without instruction or training
Safe to human body and environment
Work sterically
Affordable

Features of Proposed Product
- Unique plastic container is hard to break when squeezed but easily breaks when it hits
something solid.
- Just throw it toward the fire origin.
- When the container breaks, the liquid inside is sprinkled and the heat from fire changes
the liquid to the effective gas.
- The gas cuts off the supply of oxygen, and cools down the burning object.
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The empty plastic Bottle will be supply by me. You will import as it is not available anywhere
else yet, as it uses special plastic that works as a glass, It brakes like a glass bottle
Huzai
fa (Nippon Trader)
{youtubegalleryid=1}

This a first revolutionary throw-type fire extinguisher technology developed and designed to help
rescue vulnerable people especially children, the elderly and the disabled from fires. With the
latest research and development, we have improved that the product developed with our
technical concept, offers to cater for various needs and markets ranging from household,
commercial and industrial use. For more information contact me any time via phone on +81-901767-8786
or email me at
huzaifa@nippontrader.com
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